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Introduction
At the May 2017 inaugural meeting of the Working Group on Climate, Nuclear, and Security
Affairs, participants gathered to discuss the nexus of increasing climate instability, nuclear
capabilities, and other security pressures. One clear take-away from this discussion was the
need to develop policies for establishing a flexible and resilient governance regime to address
this nexus. The Working Group recommended the development of ”policy toolkits,” or
combinations of protocols, regulations and processes that could help navigate the nexus of
nuclear, climate, and security risks.
Highly specialized toolkits designed to achieve particular outcomes may not easily accommodate
objectives that are tangential to their main aim. Processes to design and improve them tend
to focus on enhancing the effectiveness of the tools, often in reaction to a changing risk
picture, rather than ways they may be beneficial other issue areas. In order to bridge these
gaps between fields and achieve mutual security objectives, toolkit designers and refiners
must identify and map the interstices in order to design policies and other instruments to
address them.
In January 2018, the Working Group took a first-ever look at this need by exploring how
policies and tools available to policy-makers align and differ from the perspective of the
nuclear, climate, and security experts who participated. Remarkably, the group developed
a strong list of policy tools and mechanisms already in place that could reduce complex
nuclear, climate, and security risks – if they are leveraged effectively.
Several important themes emerged from the discussion, including a focus on building bridges
between climate and nuclear institutions, identifying a baseline of existing policy tools in
this arena in order to design effective interventions, basing these on sound information by
developing and promulgating data-driven risk assessment tools, and providing adequate
resourcing for both existing and innovative risk management response measures.

Advanced data,
imagery, and analytical
tools and methods will
be critical to policy
makers navigating
complex situations
involving nuclear,
climate, and security
considerations.
May 7, 2018 satellite
image of the Punggyeri Nuclear Test Site in
North Korea, accessed
at: https://www.
armscontrolwonk.com/
files/2018/05/nts.png
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Leveraging Existing Tools and Frameworks
in New Ways
The traditional toolkit for responding to international challenges offers a useful beginning for
addressing problems at the climate-nuclear-security risk nexus, but they need to be leveraged
in new ways. The traditional tools of material support, diplomacy, and military assistance still
exist, but they will be stressed by the kind of challenges envisioned by the Working Group.
Advance planning and new lines of communication must be created to optimize the utility of
these tools. Multilateral regimes have been created on the one hand to address nuclear safety
and proliferation, and climate risks on another, but they don’t interact. Building this bridge
would go a long way toward continuing to identify and mitigate risks at the climate-nuclearsecurity nexus. The first step to identifying an optimal policy toolkit is to establish a baseline
of exiting tools used by the climate, nuclear, and security communities.

Cumulative total freshwater losses in North Africa and the Middle East from 2002 to 2015 (in inches)
observed by NASA's Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission. NASA.
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Establishing A Policy Toolkit Baseline
In order to build a better set of tools to address the nexus of nuclear, climate, and security risks,
we must begin to determine what problems those tools need to be designed to solve. In short,
the tools need to match the problem, but unlike traditional security risks, when exploring
the intersection of emerging and non-traditional risks, even identifying the problem at hand
can be difficult. While not exhaustive, participants considered the following as important
frameworks for better identifying the parameters of the problem at hand.
1. Ensuring that the spread of nuclear technolog y adheres to U.S. standards and values.
The demand for energy is inexorable and increases alongside population growth, and the
risks of climate change are contributing to higher demand for fuels with lower greenhouse
gas emissions. As nuclear power development is pursued by a growing number of states, and
other nations (namely China and Russia) respond to this geoeconomic opportunity without
the same conditions the U.S. might impose, there is a need to ensure future adopters of the
technology accept the values of nuclear safety and peaceful use of nuclear power.
2. Identifying protocols for a world where climate-driven crises can challenge fragile states
that have nuclear energ y – or nuclear weapons? What tools are available for managing
cascading crises, for example a nuclear incident coupled with the ongoing pressures of
climate change effects and instability in Pakistan?
Growing nuclear risks to states that have weak governance and institutions, poor economic
resilience, and susceptibility to climate-driven crises based on their exposure and low adaptive
capacities, calls for the development of an international response regime to ensure a nonnuclear crisis does not escalate into a nuclear one – whether from an environmental or
proliferation perspective.
3. Identifying existing mechanisms to assess and respond to nuclear/climate risks
For example, nuclear power plants on coasts that are experiencing increased storm activity
should be subject to additional safety protocols, but it is unclear there is a mechanism in place
to inventory nuclear facilities for these risks. Drought and inundation are also significant
climate-related risks that must be considered surrounding nuclear sites.
4. Identifying appropriate and necessary institutions that track nuclear, climate, and
security risks
For example, nuclear safety institutions could ensure they are fully aware of climate risks
by leveraging existing modeling capabilities. More work could be done to ensure disaster
response personnel are fully prepared for a recovery effort that involves nuclear material-especially in environments in which other complex security challenges are present.
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An example, of identifying the baseline toolkit and then pathways for building the kit out is the
Convention on Nuclear Safety – an agreement designed to ensure participating States operating
land-based nuclear power plants will maintain a high level of safety by setting international
benchmarks to which States would subscribe – does not explicitly address risks brought on
by climate change, though in its 2017 Summary Report, the Parties to the agreement agreed
that there was a need to further develop emergency preparedness and response measures to
take account of external hazard events. At the same time, the Sendai Framework on Disaster
Risk Reduction, which was endorsed by the UN General Assembly, makes clear that States
have principal responsibility to reduce disaster risk and seeks to increase resilience to future
events, but it does not explicitly recognize the complicating effects of nuclear facilities when
they are impacted by natural disasters. These two agreements interrelate and creating a
mechanism for feedback and interaction between them could address this risk nexus.
Working Group participants discussed the value of incorporating climate impacts into nuclear
accident protocols, examining this nexus in the U.S. military’s theater security cooperation
plans, and considering impacts to nuclear energy infrastructure in the US’s National Climate
Assessment and IPCC reports. Climate issues could also be integrated into the UN Security
Council’s nuclear security discussions; the National Intelligence Council, National Security
Council, the Joint Chiefs; and regional security institutions. Expansion beyond current
stovepipes in order to contemplate the impacts that climate risks have on nuclear infrastructure
and capability is a core theme.

Observed change in cold season precipitation in the Mediterranean region for the period 1971–2010 minus 1902–70,
Source: Hoerling et al., ‘On the increased frequency of Mediterranean drought’ Journal of Climate, 25 (6) (2012), pp. 2146-2161

New Risk Assessment and Response Tools
While there is an existing baseline of policy tools used by the climate, nuclear, and security
communities, the non-traditional nature of the threat, and the unprecedented nexus of risks,
demands a new set of tools better matched to the changing risk landscape. Customized risk
assessment and response tools would help conduct stress tests for climate-nuclear shocks and
stresses. Sub- and trans-national governance structures should also be considered. This risk
mapping should also include and involve cities, states, industries, and regional organizations.
Individual countries or regional institutions should begin by assessing the scope of the
challenges in their area. 1 A suite of tools and resources could then be customized to help
address the risks, alongside initiatives to cultivate willingness to use these tools. A ‘tiger
team’ could consult with entities responsible for nuclear facilities, for example, to apply best
practices and principles against established safety criteria.
An essential part of this process is creating a standard against which to measure readiness.
Promulgating resilience metrics and building auditing capacity to judge performance and
vulnerability would be essential. The International Standards Organization, with its auditing
and credentialing capacities, as well as its embedded resilience metric, may be an appropriate
institutional home for such an entity.
In addition to exporting tools to countries that are highly exposed to this risk nexus, developing
expertise within these countries should also be prioritized. Such processes could also help to
strengthen norms around what it means to be a nuclear state (i.e. including climate in the
risk portfolio) and create a demand signal from countries who don’t want to be left behind.
ragile States Index. Highlighted countries either have established nuclear power programs, are taking steps towards expanding
existing programs,are in planning stages of development, or are actively exploring nuclear energy options. The Fund For Peace.
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Using and Fusing Data on Climate,
Instability, and Nuclear Risks
As the Working Group participants reviewed the potential threats and contemplated scenarios
where climate stressors could precipitate a nuclear crisis, it became clear that there was no
source of information that fused nuclear capabilities (weapons and power generation), state
fragility and climate stress in a single place.
Whether through the use of Big Data or less high-tech tools, participants indicated that
a resource that would overlay existing information on nuclear vulnerabilities and climate
vulnerabilities to identify where these risks might magnify and exacerbate each other, could be
a game changer. Displaying this information in an accessible way, e.g. through an interactive
web portal, using infographics, videos or other visual means, could efficiently communicate
risk and provide key resources around the climate-nuclear-security nexus. Continually
updating this information to monitor hotspots and provide early warning would also have
value; these indicators could and should be integrated into existing intelligence gathering and
early warning systems.
Current and proposed nuclear infrastructure, nuclear capabilities, and availability and security
of nuclear materials would be loaded into the system, as well as climate stresses such as sea
level rise, drought, and food stress, then overlaid with the context of current governance and
economic strength, which are key factors that indicate resilience to climate impacts. The tool
would need to rely on publicly available metrics and regularly reassess them.
For example, such a tool could highlight the ongoing internal disputes over water in Pakistan
and examine the implications on the security of its nuclear weapons inventory if certain
climate stresses were to grow. A nuclear-climate-fragility data fusion tool such as this could
be used to rank risks across the world and could prioritize the use of the traditional tools
mentioned earlier.
In this context, the group discussed the value of stress testing or conducting wargames to
assess the likely reactions in various states should climate stresses increase. This could be
done by running scenarios on the aforementioned tool, or by conducting live wargames and
exercises. The Working Group participants considered the possibility of such wargames
being conducted either within the U.S. national security establishment or by regional security
organizations. In either case, the objective would be to identify risks and take steps to
mitigate them in advance. The participants also discussed the possibility of recommending
that the G7 Climate Fragility Working Group engage in efforts to examine state fragility of
nuclear states such as Pakistan and India in the context of this risk nexus.
The Center for Climate and Security
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1370th Board of Governors Meeting. IAEA Headquarters, Vienna, Austria, 24 January 2014. Dean Calma / IAEA

Lots of tools and never enough resources
At the end of the day, financing mechanisms for new tools are essential, alongside adequate resourcing
of those that currently exist. Inadequate funding of existing tools limits the development of new
tools, intensifying competition for a finite pool of funds. In addition to doubling or tripling the
IAEA budget, funding mechanisms could range from a World Bank global finance facility aimed
at addressing gaps, to incentivizing innovation on ways to address this nexus through an XPRIZEstyle competition. An appropriately incentivized private sector could bolster the development and
implementation of risk management measures.
Financing to support developing countries to implement risk management measures could be
facilitated through the UNFCCC Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage, designed
to track and compensate losses from climate change. Nuclear facilities fall under the energy security
category, which could be explicitly expanded to address climate-related threats to nuclear plants.
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Conclusion

Even when issue areas interrelate in fundamental ways – many countries are pushing hard to develop
nuclear energy for greenhouse gas mitigation and other reasons and nuclear risks will be compounded
by the wider impacts of climate change – the established means of addressing these challenges (the
policy toolkits) remain siloed within separate specializations.
The multilateral regimes on either side of this nexus can be bridged by establishing new lines of
communication to identify and mitigate risks. Mapping the contours of the risk nexus can be
accompanied by identifying a baseline of existing policy tools for addressing climate and nuclear
security risks. The process of defining critical needs and gaps is an essential first step for developing
customized risk assessment and response tools and creating a standard against which to measure
readiness. In order to meet the information needs necessary in designing this toolkit, data on nuclear
capabilities (weapons and power generation), state fragility and climate stress will need to be collected
and collated in new ways. These are resource-intensive challenges, and both conventional and
innovative financing possibilities are possible.
Cross-sectorial forums such as this working group are essential to building a community of practice
from both the climate change and nuclear epistemic communities, which can catalyze a response that
merges both sectors to address the multifaceted climate-nuclear-security risk nexus.
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(Endnotes)
1 In another breakout session, the Working Group began adding detail to the risks of specific regions where
nuclear, climate, and security risks are most likely to combine in destabilizing ways. [ Cite/link to Neil’s paper ]
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